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“If this first recording is any indication, this label will be a sure source for
superbly creative recordings in the future.” ---huffingtonpost.com
“So beautiful it's almost hard to believe.” ---allaboutjazz.com
“The four kindred spirits mingle in magical ways. The results are often
breathtakingly beautiful.” ---Downbeat Magazine
“Copland, clearly at the height of his creative powers.” ---Jazz Thing (Germany)
“A gold standard in contemporary acoustic jazz.” ---Irish Times
“A classic quartet.” ---Stereophile
“A crowning achievement.” ---Elmore magazine
“Einfach wuehlende schoene.” ---Jazz Podium (Germany)

“Zenith belongs in that special category of jazz discs that are gorgeous on their
own terms. Whether he’s delving into his own compositions or interpreting
standards, Copland has an immense range of colourful chords at his fingertips.
His playing is always deeply intriguing yet lyrical...This maiden release on
Innervoice Jazz sets the bar very, very high, and it will be a delight to see if
subsequent releases can match or surpass it.”---Ottawa Citizen (Canada)
“A triumph...Each of the four musicians is a renowned soloist. But it's through
real interplay--the back-and-forth at the appropriate place, an interaction by
which the best results are produced---that this concert proved to be a milestone
of modern creative jazz at the highest level.” ---Augsburger Allegemeine
(Germany), 2015
“It's a long poetic score unrolling before our eyes...the trumpet-- a bird, the
piano—air, the bass—wind, the drums—earth. This project of Marc Copland and
Zenith is without doubt born of a dream. Thank you Marc, thanks to you.” -Discordance.fr (Fr), 2015
“A quartet that beats with one heart. Marc Copland knocked me out...so keyed
into what the moment needs from him, and delivers it with passion, humor,
touch, and a killer rhythmic instinct. Zenith finds Copland at the—wait for it—
summit of his abilities.” ---melminter.com
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Marc Copland

Beyond the Notes
By Bill Milkowski / Photo by Guido Werner
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n his prodigious output as a leader (more than 40 albums to date) and
as a highly valued sideman (Gary Peacock Trio, John Abercrombie
Quartet), Marc Copland always seeks a place in the music that takes
him somewhere beyond the notes.
“For music to really fulfill its function as an art form, it has to get
beyond the notes, just as painting has to get beyond the colors,” the pianist-composer maintains. “These things are all tools that enable the art
form in question to move the listener and make an experience that’s deeply resonating, both in musical and extra-musical ways. All those tools
are important, but at a certain point it’s about what is this art saying at
another level. The musicians whom most listeners would recognize as artists like that—John Coltrane, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, Herbie Hancock—
they all had that. And at certain points in their careers, it all coalesces and
it’s very clear that they’re sending a very strong message, both with the
innovative tools that their music uses and with what they’re trying to say
beyond the notes.”
Over the years, Copland—who studied under the great Lennie
Tristano at Columbia University—has trained himself to access that rarefied space more quickly, whether it’s in solo, duo, trio or quartet settings.
“The access is pretty much there most of the time, but the test is are you get50 DOWNBEAT JUNE 2016

ting into new territory. If you’re playing a little bit differently than you did a
year or two ago, then something good is happening. You’re trying to develop what you’re doing and expand the places that the music can go, which
involves expanding the capabilities of the musical tools, in part.”
On Copland’s album Zenith (see “CD Reviews,” page 71), released on
his own newly established InnerVoice Jazz label, he and his longstanding
telepathic rhythm tandem of bassist Drew Gress and drummer Joey Baron
explore new territory with trumpeter Ralph Alessi, for whom he has particularly high praise. “When I heard Ralph’s [2013 album] Baida, something clicked in my head,” Copland explains. “I felt I was listening to someone with real depth, both as a composer and as a player. And as soon as we
hit together, it was very easy. He just jumped right in. He totally gets what
I’m trying to do and what we’re trying to do as a rhythm section, and he
brings his own perspective to it.
“I think clarity is a really good word to describe what Ralph does,”
Copland continues. “Chops, to me—and I tell this to students—are meaningless. It’s nice to have them, but if you’re not saying anything, what good
are they? Clarity is good; meaning is good. Then if you can enhance that
with chops, fine. But the danger is always that someone will get seduced by
chops for chops’ sake. And to me, music is not about that. Music is about
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going to another place.”
The key for this empathetic quartet, and every musical situation that
Copland finds himself in these days, is listening.
“It helps when everybody listens first, and that certainly happens in the
bands I’m spending most of my time with now, which is the Zenith band,
Gary Peacock’s trio and John Abercrombie’s quartet. That’s a common feature among all those groups. As musicians we want to leave space. That’s a
sound that’s been inside my head from the very beginning. At any recording or gig I play, I try to establish that sound and use of space, and listening is the first step with that. And if everybody isn’t doing that, it can’t happen. But if everybody’s listening and responding to each other and to the
sonic environment, then with the piano one can set the musical stage so
that harmony and melody and rhythm can interact among the players in
a certain way. And when that happens, then it’s very easy to start to go
beyond the notes.”
While Copland has previously recorded for the Pirouet, hatology,
SteepleChase, Savoy, Challenge and Sketch labels, forming his own
InnerVoice Jazz will allow him to go even further in his search for that
place beyond the notes.
“I’ve been very fortunate in my career to work with quite a few different producers, as a leader and as a sideman, and they’ve all been great. Having
the label is an opportunity to put some of what I’ve learned to good use and
to let the music take another direction. It’s an issue of having another outlet. Right now I’m kind of associated with ECM because John’s band and
Gary’s band are on that label, which is a fabulous label with a great producer, obviously. But again, it’s like when you play with different musicians: It
enables you to sometimes take the music to a slightly new or different place.
So this experience of having my own label feels to me kind of the same. It’s
not to replace working with other labels and other producers; it’s to enhance
and supplement.”
DB

Copland’s new album on InnerVoice Jazz is titled Zenith.
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To have one's own record label, better control, and maximum artistic
freedom: now Marc Copland has become part of a trend jazz
musicians have discovered for themselves. Following on the heels
of his pianistic feats on Gary Peacock's ECM trio album “Now This,”
with the debut of his InnerVoice Jazz label the introverted New Yorker
reveals an unexpected facet of his virtuosity. In the company of the
famous Joey Baron (drums), Drew Gress (bass) and Ralph Alessi
(trumpet), Copland masterfully dances back and forth between
impressionism and expressionism, idling in neutral and pushing
ahead, free and bop playing, lyric melancholy and an elegant
funkiness. It's fascinating how all the spaces in these compositions
open for each instrument, even for the bass, as if in the shape of a
fan—as in “Air We've Never Breathed,” but also in Ellington's
“Mystery Song.” If Alessi worked in recent European concerts rather
like a satellite thrown from its orbit, his horn on this CD lends an
unusual rough, thrilling narrative mark to the refined and mysterious
ensemble sound. In between it, before it, behind it, besides or under
it: there is Marc Copland, at 67 clearly at the height of his creative
powers.

Marc Copland
Zenith
(Inner Voice/marccopland.com)
Eigene Plattenfirma, bessere Kontrolle, maximale künstlerische Freiheit: Auch
Marc Copland folgt einem Trend, den Jazzmusiker für sich entdeckt haben. Nach
seinen pianistischen Großtaten auf Gary Peacocks ECM-Trio-Album „Now This“
offenbart der eher introvertierte New Yorker zum Start seines Inner-Voice-Labels
eine ungeahnte Facette seiner Virtuosität. Mit dem famosen Drummer Joey
Baron, Drew Gress (Bass) und Ralph Alessi (Trompete) tänzelt Copland virtuos
zwischen Impressionismus und Expressionismus, Leerlauf und Antrieb, freiem
und boppigem Spiel, lyrischer Melancholie und eleganter Funkiness hin und her.
Dabei faszinieren vor allem die Räume, die sich in fächerartigen Kompositionen
wie „Air Weve Never Breathed“, aber auch Ellingtons „Mystery Song“ für jedes
Instrument, selbst für den Bass, öffnen. Wirkte Alessi in den jüngsten EuropaKonzerten eher wie ein aus der Umlaufbahn geworfener Satellit, so verleiht
dessen Horn auf CD dem raffiniert-geheimnisvollen Ensemblesound eine
ungewöhnliche raue, aufregend erzählerische Note. Dazwischen, davor,
dahinter, daneben oder darunter: Marc Copland. Mit 67 definitiv auf dem Zenit
seines Schaffens.
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Zenith (InnerVoice Jazz)
Marc Copland
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By Fred Kaplan • Posted: Mar 17, 2016

Until Zenith, the first release on his own label, Inner Voice Jazz, pianist Marc Copland had never
played with trumpeter Ralph Alessi, but they prove an ideal match. Joined by bassist Drew Gress
(who has long played with both musicians) and drummer Joey Baron (who can play anything
with anybody), this might turn out to be a "classic quartet."
Alessi, 53, has a lean tone and a penchant for minor chords that seems to owe much to Miles
Davis' In a Silent Way mode, but he adds to it a classicist's harmonic stretch and an expansive
puzzle-master's sense of space. His albums as a composer-leader, most notably Baida and This
Against That, tend to explore the tectonic layers of a song in always intriguing, sometimes
riveting ways.
Copland, 67, played saxophone early on before switching to piano, which may account for the
sharp clarity of his melodic lines (a legacy of his horn-blowing days) and the vast palette of
colors in his voicings (a dimension of music that he couldn't tap into with a horn alone). When he
and Alessi start playing the melody of Ellington's "Mystery Song" (the album's only cover), I
thought for a second that two horns were blowing in unison.
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stockpile of vintage mikes (and some modern clones), including Neumann M49s and KM84s,
RCA 44s, and a pair of Schoeps CMT-56s for ambience. Some jiggering was done in the
mastering with a Manley Massive Passive EQ and Prism-Maselec MLA2 limiter.
Alessi's trumpet sounds warm but natural and vibrant; Baron's trapset snaps and shimmers;
Gress' bass is properly woody and articulate; and Copland's piano has the right mix of
percussive and liquid.

Log in or register to post comments

Submitted by crenca on March 17, 2016 - 10:50am

It zero's in on just the sort of things I am interested in. I might purchase this
blind as it is not on Tidal, though I usually wait to hear a few snippets first...
Log in or register to post comments

Submitted by Allen Fant on March 17, 2016 - 3:17pm

Thanks! for sharing- FK.
I look forward to more Jazz in 2016!
Log in or register to post comments
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After releasing a series of excellent but under
recognized CDs on various small record labels—
starting in the mid1980s—pianist Marc Copland
rose in prominence in 2006 when he took up
residence on Germany's Pirouet Records. The
highlight of his Pirouet days was a set of trio discs
wrapped in a marketing package dubbed "The New
York Trio Recordings." Modinha (2006); Voices
(2007); and Night Whispers (2008), with a shifting set of band mates:
Gary Peacock or Drew Gress on bass, Paul Motian or Bill Stewart drums,
showcased Copland's skills to perfection. These discs attain the pinnacle of
the very best piano trio offerings, ever, and they won for Copland some very
welldeserved recognition. Copeland's sound in the piano trio is singular: he
dips deeply into harmony, creating glistening chords and shimmering
rhythms, a sort of diaphanous dream music so beautiful it's almost hard to
believe.
Then there's Marc Copland teaming with horns, whether it's with saxophonist
Greg Osby on Crosstalk (Pirouet Records, 2011), or with trumpeter Randy
Brecker on Both/And (Nagel Heyer, 2006), the horn additions to his trio set
up changes his music, giving it a different momentum, more urgency, more
grgariousness.
Zenith finds Copland with long time cohorts Drew Gress (bass) and
Joey Baron (drums), teaming with trumpeter Ralph Alessi, for perhaps the
best of the pianist's nontrio outings. It also finds him without the backing of
a record company. Marc Copland has started InnerVoice Jazz, his own label.
Alessi, after releasing very successful records on the Clean Feed and CamJazz
labels, has has landed on the ECM Records with Baida (2013), and in early
2016, Quiver. He is a consummate jazz man/improviser, with sideman slots in
http://www.allaboutjazz.com/zenithmarccoplandinnervoicejazzreviewbydanmcclenaghan.php
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recordings, sitting in with Drew Gress on Black Butterflies (Premonition
Records, 2005), plus set with Ravi Coltrane, Sam Rivers, Don Byron and
Steve Coleman. He brings to Zenith a brashness and energy, a beautiful
sense of abstraction.
"Sun at the Zenith" opens the disc with Copland's impressionistic melody. His
piano is, as expected, gorgeous. The band floats. Alessi's open horn has a
measured richness as it issues wandering lines that weave sinuously in and
around the rhythm section. "Mystery Song," from the Duke Ellington
songbook, 1931, doesn't sound Ellingtonian. It's a controlled tumult, a shifty,
sneaky version, Copland's piano work sounding particularity inspired and on
edge, with Baron and Gress injecting the sense of rolling, tumbling mystery.
The centerpiece, "Air We've Never Breathed," is a fourteen minute group
improvisation, a sometimes playful, sometimes introspective rumination on
Bill Zavatsky's poem, printed on the inside of the foldout cover. "Waterfalls"
is roiling rapids, an implacable rush of water. "Best Bet" brings in a beautiful
ballad mood, and "Hurricane" begins gently, calm before the storm mode,
then slow cranks things up to near gale force.
Zenith, Marc Copland's debut on his new label, meets all of the expectations
his stellar work at Pirouet Records established.
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INNER VOICE JAZZ
MARC COPLAND/Zenith: With day jobs as the backing crew of two ECM
mainstay acts, Copland and pals go really indie here, leaving the Pirouet stable
and not asking Manny Eicher for favors as they bring downtown to you and
sound younger and more experimental than graying hair would leave you to
believe. First class sitting down jazz by a crew that can easily play it any way
they want to, this is a good indication of how arts council music would sound if
it was beholden to on one. Nicely played, chaps.
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AUFTRITT

Gipfeltreffen der Jazz-Avantgarde
Das „Marc Copland Zenith Quartett“ setzt einen Meilenstein Von Stephanie

Knauer

Der Auftritt des Zenith-Quartetts mit Marc Copland am Piano geriet zur musikalischen
Offenbarung.
Foto: Thomas Eder

Dieses Gipfeltreffen war von Triumph gekrönt. Das musikalische Zusammentreffen
eines hochrangigen Quartetts geriet zum Höhepunkt des Modern, des Avantgarde
Jazz und war an jedem Instrument luxuriös besetzt. Mit gutem Grund hieß das
Gastensemble im Birdland „Marc Copland Zenith Quartett“.
Sowohl im klanglichen wie im rhythmischen und im freien Zusammenspiel war der
Samstagabend im Neuburger Jazz Club eine Offenbarung. Wie etwa bei John
Abercrombie – mit dem fast alle Quartettmitglieder schon gespielt haben – gab es
keinen klassischen Aufbau. Das schöpferische, freie Spiel, so schien es, begann
von Anfang an. Ein hingeworfener Gedanke, impressionistisch sphärische, mit
nebulösem Pedal in den Weltraum katapultierte Akkorde und Sekundintervalle
initiierten eine Dauer-Genese, die sich ekstatisch aufschwang und wieder
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erschlaffte. Antrieb und Leerlauf wechselten ab, aus boppigem Dauerlauf wurde ein
Tango-ähnlicher Schritt, der funkig anklingende Bass-Einstieg entpuppte sich als
zündender Latin-Rhythmus.
An jedem Instrument saß ein Künstler, an der Drumstation sogar ein bildender
Künstler. Joey Baron besaß eine riesige Bandbreite von streichelzart bis
bombastisch, solierte mit großer Klangdelikatesse und überraschenden
Anschlagstechniken. Es war der neue Blick auf das Geschehen,
Schlagzeugeinwürfe, die ein genial anderes Licht darauf warfen, auch mit
unkonventionellen Klängen, die Barons Kunst und die der anderen so
außergewöhnlich machten. Zusammen mit Drew Gress, der seinen herrlich sonoren
Bass kongenial bearbeitete, und Pianist Marc Copland, ein superber Jazz-Pianist mit
großem Horizont und entsprechend beeindruckendem Spiel-Ambitus, bildete sich
die klassische, auch klanglich eingeschweißte Jazztrio-Besetzung, die faszinierende
Momente von hypnotisierender Verhaltenheit schuf.
Naturgemäß ist die Trompete dagegen klanglich exponiert, obwohl Star-Trompeter
Ralph Alessi auch über meisterhaft leise Töne verfügte. Selten ist eine derartige
Instrument-Beherrschung zu erleben. Töne werden lang und makellos bruchlos
gehalten, Spitzen gelingen treffsicher, auch technisch war dieser Abend olympisch.
Kurze Free-Szenarien erstanden, aber ebenso ein typischer Swing, der aber nur von
kurzer Dauer war. Wie ein Weltraumspaziergang mutete diese Birdland-Premiere
an, ein steter Wandel mit unzähligen eindrucksvollen Begegnungen. Jeder der vier
Musiker ist ein renommierter Solist. Doch erst durch das echte Zusammenspiel, das
Vor- und Zurücktreten an passender Stelle und durch das Zusammenwirken um des
besten Ergebnisses willen, wurde dieses Konzert zum Meilenstein des modernen,
auf höchstem Niveau kreativen Jazz.
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